Delivered in your mailbox weekly, the Digital Dispatch serves as an aggregator of key news stories in the technology and media space that may be of interest to you and your organization.

**How Blockchain Is Impacting The Telecommunication Industry**
Blockchain has the power to overcome the challenges the telecom industry is facing for some time now.

Learn more

**How Retailers Are Grappling With Sustainability**
Tackling sustainability can mean creating apparel with new materials, developing refillable packaging, or finding ways to effectively recycle old products and materials.

Learn more

**Dish Inks Deal To Sell AT&T Internet**
Amir Ahmed, EPV of DISH TV said in a brief statement “adding AT&T Internet to our robust lineup of TV and home integration services enhances our ability to provide better overall service, technology and value to our customers.”

Learn more

**IBM Claims To Have Mapped Out A Route To Quantum Advantage**
IBM says that advances in error mitigation will allow quantum computers to scale steadily in performance, in a similar pattern exhibited over the years in the field of classical computing.

Learn more

**ABOUT US**
KS&R is a nationally recognized market research firm that provides clients with timely, fact-based insights and solutions through industry-centered expertise. For more information, please visit www.ksrinc.com.
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